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Deluxe Thread Milling CNC Code Generator for machining centers 

The thread milling program for CNC machining centers features an incredible array of highly customizable programming 

parameters for threading machined parts. This highly configurable program instantly produces NC code to thread mill 

most any thread specification using multi-tooth or single-point style threading tooling. 

CNC Machining Center Thread Milling Program Features 

The thread milling program for CNC machining centers features a wide range of programmable variables, including: 

 Designed for most Fanuc, Okuma and Siemens CNC controls 

 Thread milling of internal or external threads 

 Thread milling of right or left hand threads 

 Thread milling using full form multi-tooth cutter in 1 full helical circle 

 Thread milling using single point tool in continuous full helical circles (or full spiral circles for tapered threads) 

 Single point threading allows for 1 tool to cut many different pitches (Greatly reduces tooling costs!) 

 Can cut multiple arc segments per revolution with constant, increasing or decreasing radius per segment 

 Emulates spiral interpolation with multiple arc segments per revolution for tapered threads 

 Support for standard and non-standard inch and metric, NPT pipe and most other thread forms 

 Allows for multiple radial thread passes using constant depth or constant volume thread depths 

 Can perform single or multiple clean-up passes 

 Supports multiple thread starts 

 Thread mills in +Z  or -Z direction 

 Supports (G41 & G42) tool radius cutter compensation 

 Allows for auto positioning to center of hole or set distance from hole wall prior to thread cut 

 Calculates feedrate factor from tool centerline to edge of cutter for circular moves 

 Has separate user specified feedrates for cutting, XY approach and Z approach (feed or rapid) moves 

 Can intermix any of the above combinations to produce any desired thread profile 

 Performs various validations of inputted data to ensure accuracy of NC code 

 Software instantly re-calculates all data and thread milling program after changing any input variables 
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This deluxe version includes below enhancements: 

 Can select thread specs from stored table containing major & minor diameter & thread pitch & depth values  

 Selecting a thread spec  entry automatically loads relevant parameters for new instantly generated NC code 

 Can modify existing thread spec  entries or add new entries to (or remove entries from) thread specs table 

 More than 90 internal and 90 external thread spec  entries come pre-loaded 

 Supports option to thread mill several holes or bosses at various XY coordinates 

 Calculates cutting time for entire thread milling operation (0h 0m 0s, 0m 0s, 0s and 0.00m formats) 

 Offers extremely flexible way to add, modify and/or balance radial thread passes & clean-up passes 

 Allows for multiple axial passes when thread depth is greater than the insert height (works w/ NPT also) 

 Supports both forward (M03) and reverse (M04) spindle directions 

 Support for absolute (G90) program coordinates (in main or sub program) 

 Support for incremental (G91) program coordinates (as a sub program) 

 Can intermix any of the above combinations to produce any desired thread profile 

This deluxe version of the software uses tangential arc approach as the infeed method causing the tool load to build up 

gradually which minimizes vibration and promotes longer tool life. The thread mill cutter positions to set distance from 

wall of hole (or center of hole), positions in Z,  moves in XY half the distance to hole wall in straight line, arcs remaining 

distance to full engage of cut, does single (or multiple) full circle(s) while ramping up or down one pitch (or lead if 

multiple start thread), arcs off of the part, does straight line back to the XY start point and then retracts out of the hole. 

The thread milling NC code generator program works with a wide range of thread milling tools, including both multi-

tooth and single-tooth thread milling tools. The diverse tooling utilization capabilities allow for different methods and 

styles of milling, such as highly precise corkscrewing and multiple revolutions for tapered threads.  

The thread milling program even inspects and validates inputted data to guarantee the accuracy of the NC code, 

ensuring optimal functionality and performance for every custom program. This functionality allows for greatly reduced 

programming times and drastically reduces the potential for human error.  

Simply enter all desired thread mill specifications into the appropriate cells. Spreadsheet will instantly re-calculate all 

data and thread milling program after changing any input variables. To generate (NC code) text file of current output 

results, press “Write Code to Text File” button and the file (Thread_Mill_Code.txt or any other name) will be created in 

the user specified folder. 

Note: All information and comments regarding holes (internal threading) are implied to also pertain to thread milling 

bosses (external threading). 
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General Information 

This powerful and extremely flexible thread milling CNC code generator allows you to use this one common thread 

milling program for tooling from any thread mill tooling vendor. 

Unlock yourself from using a tooling vendor's thread milling software where, in many cases, you are forced to select 

from only their expensive multi-tooth cutters and inserts. That's why their thread milling software is free! You buy all of 

your $$$ tooling from them! 

Maybe you have a single tooth thread mill cutter on hand and want to use it for a rush threading job. You are locked out 

from using your existing tooling with their software. Is their free software really worth it? Is their free software doing 

what you need it to do? This user friendly thread milling software is likely to be less costly than just one of their thread 

mill cutters you probably didn't need to buy. Unlike some other thread milling programs, this software allows you to 

input your cutter diameter  (and all other parameters) so you can use your existing tooling. 

This thread milling CNC code generator utility is MS Excel event driven software relying heavily on VBA for Excel. 

 If a relevant cell (parameter) or combo box (drop-down list box) changes, all appropriate cells are instantly re-calculated 

including the NC code ready to output to a text file. 

You will notice the tool call-up, tool pre-select, fixture offset, coolant codes and whatever else are missing for the 

beginning of the thread milling program stub. This is due to the many, many variations of all of the these codes. If I 

included all of above mentioned code it would probably be wrong for your particular machine and you would be editing 

it anyways. This is the same with handling the end of the tool; there are many variations to send a tool back to it's home 

position. 

Both the regular and premium versions of the thread mill software use tangential arc approach as the infeed method 

causing the tool load to build up gradually which minimizes vibration and promotes longer tool life. The thread mill 

cutter positions to set distance from wall of hole (or center of hole), positions in Z,  moves in XY half the distance to hole 

wall in straight line, arcs remaining distance to full engage of cut, does single (or multiple) full circle(s) while ramping up 

or down one pitch (or lead if multiple start thread), arcs off of the part, does straight line back to the XY start point and 

then retracts out of the hole. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you (activate "Freeze Panes") turn on the "header labels" row by double-clicking the left mouse 

button, you may need to turn it off (by double-clicking on most any cell again) if you want to scroll to the top of the 

sheet again. 

Many rules and data validation checks take place throughout the thread milling NC code generator program. 

Some examples are: 

Major Diameter must be greater than Minor Diameter. 
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For internal threads, Tool Diameter must be less than Minor Diameter. 

If changing to a larger thread size, it's easiest to edit the Major Diameter first, then the Minor Diameter and then lastly 

the Tool Diameter. If changing to a smaller thread size, it's easiest to edit the Tool Diameter first, then the Minor 

Diameter and then lastly the Major Diameter. 

VERY IMPORTANT: For internal tapered threads, the “Major Diameter” and "Minor Diameter" should be specified at 

large end of taper (i.e. diameter at top of hole). For external tapered threads, the “Major Diameter” and "Minor 

Diameter" should be specified at large end of taper (i.e. diameter at bottom of tapered boss [= thread depth = bottom 

of threads]). 

The “Tool Diameter” should be specified at the theoretical crest (top) of the tooth. A large crest radius would otherwise  

"throw off" the accuracy of the thread diameter. For tapered threads, the “Tool Diameter” should be specified at the 

theoretical crest of the 1st tooth (at small end of taper). 

For straight threads, the "Gage Length" should be specified at end of tool or you can set “Gage Length” at crest of 1st 

end tooth for a slightly more accurate thread depth. For tapered threads, you can set “Gage Length” at crest of the 1st 

tooth (small end of taper) for a slightly more accurate thread depth and thread diameter. If setting “Gage Length” at 

crest of the 1st tooth, then allow for an extra half tooth (1/2 thread pitch) when determining threading depth to bottom 

of blind hole. 

NOTE: For internal tapered threads the software accounts for, based on the thread depth, that you defined the tool 

gage diameter and length at the bottom of the tool yet you defined the hole (major & minor) diameters at the large end 

(top) of the hole. 

For external tapered threads the software acknowledges that you defined the tool gage diameter and length at the 

(bottom) end of the tool and you defined the boss (major & minor) diameters at the large end (bottom) of the boss. 

VERY IMPORTANT: When using cutter compensation, only enter deviation (from nominal diameter to actual cutter 

diameter) into cutter radius compensation offset for the tool. 

(Example: if you enter 0.500" as "Tool Diameter" (within this software only) and the cutter in the machine is 0.490" then 

the cutter radius compensation offset  value (within the NC machine control) would be  -.005) 

Since the actual cutter is smaller than the nominal cutter size, the offset value will be negative. 

(0.490-.500)/2= -.005)  (Note: it is divided by 2 because the cutter compensation value is usually a radius value.) 

"Taper Ratio" parameter is set to 0.0625, which is 1 degree 47 minutes (on the radius). The taper rate for all NPT threads 

is 1/16 (0.0625) measured by the change of diameter per length of pipe thread. Other taper values can be used, values 

between 0 and 0.125 (3 degrees 34 minutes) are allowed. Note: Inverse Tangent (0.0625/2) = 1 degree 47 minutes. 

Care must be taken to refer to the manufacturers tooling and/or insert recommendations where needed. 

I & J output follows standard convention (signed incremental value from startpoint of arc back to center of arc). 
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"Main_Code" sheet 

"Thread Hand" simply has 2 choices: "RIGHT" for right handed (RH) threads and "LEFT" for left handed (LH) threads. 

"Thread Orientation" has 2 choices: "INTERNAL" for internal threads and "EXTERNAL" for external  threads. 

"Thread Direction" has 2 choices: "UP" for Z+ motion and "DOWN" for Z- motion during  thread milling. 

"Spindle Direction" also has 2 choices: "FORWARD" for M3 (CW) and "REVERSE" for M4 (CCW) direction. 
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Based on these 4 above settings, the software automatically determines if G2 (CW) or G3 (CCW) circular cutter direction 
is needed along with G41 (cutter compensation Left) or G42 (cutter compensation Right). These 4 settings also 
determine if the cutter is Climb milling or Conventional milling. On the "Main_Code" sheet, a cell will indicate if you are 
currently climb milling (preferred) or conventional milling. 

At least one (clever) company makes a thread milling cutter with the first tooth for roughing and the second tooth for 
finishing on hard materials. With this configuration the internal thread cutter must proceed down the hole (roughing 
tooth first) with several helical circle moves. The cutter makes a right handed thread, but it is designed for M04 (CCW) 
reverse spindle rotation to produce the preferred climb milling cutting strategy. See 11th entry in above chart: 
M04, RH, DOWN, INTernal thread = Climb milling. If it were a standard (CW) rotation cutter that's thread milling in the 
required downward direction, the cutter would have been conventional milling the threads. See 3rd row of chart:     
M03, RH, DOWN, INTernal thread = Conventional milling. 

If some company makes "reverse rotation" thread mill cutters, one advantage would be you could internally thread mill 
left handed internal threads while "Climb" milling (less chatter and a smoother thread finish). The other advantage 
would be using a +Z direction of cut (less chip re-cutting because the cutter would be climbing up out of the hole away 
from the chips. See 13th row of above chart. 
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"Single/Multiple Circle" has 4 settings: "SINGLE", "USE AXIAL", "MULTIPLE" and "MULT FULL". 

If you are using a multi-tooth thread milling tool, you should set the "Single/Multiple Circle" parameter to "SINGLE" or 

"USE AXIAL". This tells the software you want to make a single helical complete circle cutter move (with the included arc 

on and arc off moves). 

When set to "SINGLE" the cutter will travel one single full helical circle from full depth ( thread bottom) advancing 1 

thread upwards if "Thread Direction" is set to "UP". If "Thread Direction" is set to "DOWN" then the tool will position to 

1 thread above bottom and proceed to arc in and then travel one full circle while advancing downwards in the Z axis by 1 

thread. 

When "Single/Multiple Circle " is set to "USE AXIAL" (meaning Use Axial Thread Pass Table) the cutter will also travel 

one full helical circle (up or down depending on the same "Thread Direction" setting) for each axial thread pass (cut) in 

the table on the "Axial_Passes" sheet. This gives you the ability to axially "divide" up the thread cuts at the depths you 

choose. This threading method is unique to this deluxe version of the software. 

For example let's say your thread depth is 2.000" and your insert height (depth) is  only 1.250". This means you would 

need to take a thread pass at full depth and another pass somewhere just below 1/2 of full thread depth. I say "just 

below" because you need some thread overlap between the 2 axial thread passes. The "Axial Thread Pass Table" on the 

"Axial_Passes" sheet is specifically designed for this situation. I just mentioned vaguely "just below" 1/2 way down, but 

this thread pass must be exactly 1 or more pitches (threads) above the full depth pass for them to cut a good thread (no 

thread mismatch) between the two of them. The table allows you to select any one or more of these exact heights in Z 

(full pitches). If the thread is "12 pitches" depth (in the example above) then you would select "12" pitches and also 

select probably "7" pitches causing the cutter to take a pass 12 threads down from the top of hole and another pass at 7 

threads down. You can select these passes in any order and can cut them in the "upwards" or "downwards" Z axis 

direction. The selection of 12 and 7 pitches is what makes up the data in the Axial Thread Pass Table on the 

"Axial_Passes" sheet. There is more information on multiple axial thread passes further down in the documentation 

where "Axial_Passes" sheet is discussed. 

Note: "Single/Multiple Circle" set to "SINGLE" is very similar to "USE AXIAL" except for "USE AXIAL" allows for the user 

to axially cut overlapping portions of the thread when the thread depth (height) is greater than the multi-tooth insert 

height. 

If you are using a single point thread milling tool, you should set the "Single/Multiple" parameter to "MULTIPLE" or 

"MULT FULL". This tells the software you want to make multiple helical circle cutter moves from thread bottom to the 

thread top (or from thread top to the thread bottom) depending on if the "Thread Direction" setting is "UP" or "DOWN".  
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If thread milling upwards (Z+ direction), "MULT FULL" means the cutter will travel full helical circles, from thread bottom 

to the thread top plus 1 pitch and continue the arc until it completes its last full circle. If thread milling downwards (Z- 

direction), the cutter will travel full helical circles from thread top plus 1 pitch (or lead)  or more if needed and then 

proceed to the thread bottom. In either case, if the Z axis travels higher than the "Axial Clearance" plane (possible with 

course or multiple start threads) the software will adjust this clearance plane upwards. 

Whereas, "MULTIPLE" means the cutter will travel full helical circles, (if thread milling upwards) from thread bottom to 

thread top plus 1 pitch (or lead) (and stop exactly at that thread height even if it's a partial helical circle). If thread 

milling downwards (Z- direction), the cutter will travel full helical circles from thread top plus 1 pitch (or lead)  to thread 

bottom (and stop exactly at thread bottom and then arc off the part with a small but necessary Z- move).  

This software also supports multiple helical arc segment moves per full circle, which is the only proper way to thread 

mill tapered threads using a single point style thread mill cutter. It progressively increases (if Z+ direction) the radius of 

the arc as it advanced to the next arc segment emulating spiral interpolation. The "Arcs per Circle" thread milling 

technique works with all 4 "Single/Multiple Circle" settings ("SINGLE", "MULTIPLE", "MULT FULL"  and "USE AXIAL"). If 

you set the "Arcs per Circle" parameter equal to 4, it would produce 4 (90 degree) arc segment moves for each full 

helical circle. The "Arcs per Circle" parameter has a maximum value of 360 (1 degree) arc segment moves. The "Thread 

Type" parameter should be set to "TAPERED" for the radius to progressively increase (or decrease) if tapered threads 

are required. With standard threads, the "Arcs per Circle" can be set to 2 or 4 if a machine requires semi-circle or 

quadrant output. 

If you perform tapered thread milling using a single point tool (multiple helical arc segment moves per full circle), you 

will need to decide which number of "Arcs per Circle" works best for you. I am guessing a number between 4 and 10 will 

work fine. Note: Courser threads will need a higher number than fine threads. With 27 TPI, 4 arc segment moves shows 

(from arc to arc) a change in radius of 0.0003" and 8 TPI (still with 4 arc segments) shows a change in radius of 0.0010". 

If this "Arcs per Circle" number is set too low you risk imperfections in the thread form which could cause tapered 

"sealed" threads to leak! You will need to test these combinations of parameter settings to see how this works out. 

This "multiple arc moves per full circle" technique saves greatly on tooling costs since a single tooth cutter can machine 

a tapered thread. You may need to taper ream the hole (internal threads) or taper turn the shaft (external threads) OR 

use a "Partial Profile" or "topping" style" single tooth insert. With just a few "Partial Profile" inserts on hand (in various 

pitch ranges) you could thread mill most any straight or NPT tapered pipe thread. For low volume parts, the tooling cost 

savings would far outweigh the increased cycle time due to multiple helical passes of a single point tool. 

You should also use the multiple "Arcs per Circle" feature (by setting it’s value to more than 1) when cutting tapered 

threads even with multi-tooth thread mill cutters (with single circle method) for conical interpolation (increasing or 

decreasing radius) to occur. 

All 4 of the above thread milling methods ("SINGLE", "MULTIPLE", "MULT FULL"  and "USE AXIAL") also work in 

conjunction with multiple thread starts and/or multiple radial threading passes. There is a "multiple radial threading 

pass" table on the "Radial_Passes" sheet which allows you with ease to select the values for the multiple radial thread 

passes. There is more information on multiple radial thread passes further down in this documentation where the 

"Radial_Passes" sheet is discussed. 
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All features are designed to work with all other features except for the 2 features "multiple axial passes" 

["Single/Multiple Circle" = "USE AXIAL"] (used for a multi-tooth cutter) AND "multiple helical circle moves" 

["Single/Multiple Circle" = "MULTIPLE" or "MULT FULL"] (usually used for a single tooth cutter), which are mutually 

exclusive. 

With this software (when using a multi-tooth cutter) it is possible to thread mill multiple holes (or bosses) using multiple 

radial passes with multiple axial passes with multiple thread starts with multiple arc segment moves per circle on a 

single helical circle cut up (or down) the straight or tapered (right or left handed) threaded hole (or boss). 

Or with this software (when using a single point tool) it is possible to thread mill multiple holes (or bosses) using multiple 

radial passes with multiple thread starts with multiple arc segment moves per circle on multiple (or single) helical circle

cuts up (or down) the straight or tapered (right or left handed) threaded hole (or boss). 

The order in which the software performs all of these thread milling moves is as follows; first it thread mills all of the arc 

segment moves (if they exist) and completes one thread top to bottom (or bottom to top), then performs all of the 

thread starts, then thread mills all of the axial passes, then thread mills all of the radial passes and then lastly thread 

mills all of the holes (or bosses). 

"Thread Type" has 2 choices: "STRAIGHT" for non-tapered threads and "TAPERED" for tapered threads such as NPT 

(National Pipe Tapered threads) style threads. 

The "Axial Clearance" setting is simply the distance from the top of hole (or boss) to this Z clearance plane. This 

clearance plane is the approach to the hole in Z before the thread milling and Z departure from the hole after thread 

milling. It is usually best to make the "Axial Clearance" value greater than the pitch (or lead) of the thread. While the 

cutting of the threads, if the Z axis travels higher than the "Axial Clearance" plane (possible with course threads or 

"multiple thread starts") the software will automatically adjust this (before and after) clearance plane upwards. 

If you manually set the "Radial Clearance" value to 0.100", the initial XY move will cause the edge of the tool to position 

to 0.100" from the (minor diameter) side wall of the hole. Or in the external world, will cause the edge of the tool to 

position to 0.100" from the (major diameter) side wall of the boss. 

The first move is the initial XY (rapid) move dictated by the XY coordinate of hole or boss and the "Radial Clearance" 

value. Followed by a Z axis rapid move to 1" above the part or 1" above the "Axial Clearance" plane (whichever value is 

greater). Next a Z axis (rapid) move controlled by "Axial Clearance", then a Z axis (approach feed) move to thread top (or 

bottom),  then a linear XY (approach feed) move while invoking cutter compensation. Then finally the "arc in" engage 

move (at 1/2 cutting feedrate). 

When internal thread milling, the "Radial Clearance" value will always have an automatically calculated maximum value 

which, if used, would put the tool, regardless of tool diameter, at the center of the hole prior to cutting the thread. For 

internal threads, maximum possible radial clearance is always equal to half the difference between the "Minor 

Diameter" and the "Tool Diameter" (i.e. tool at center of hole – where the  tool is furthest from the wall of the hole). If 

the Tool Diameter changes then the "Radial Clearance" value will also change. You can use any "Radial Clearance" value 

between 0 and this maximum radial clearance amount. If you set this "Radial Clearance" value to 0, it will then reset to 

and display and use this maximum value, which will force the cutter to always start at the center of the hole. This will 
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stay in effect until you enter a non-zero number for the "Radial Clearance" value. The great thing about this feature is, if 

you change the tool diameter, the software will re-calculate and display this (now changed) radial clearance value and 

the tool will automatically maintain it's initial XY position at the center of the hole. If you set "Radial Clearance" = 0  

(auto start at center of hole), you will also see a special symbol " • " to the right of the text (Radial Clearance  • ) 

indicating that auto positioning to center of hole is in effect. You will only see this special symbol when "Thread 

Orientation" is set to "INTERNAL". The external and internal threading have their own "Radial Clearance" values. I 

usually set the external "Radial Clearance" value to some number like 0.250" and let the internal "Radial Clearance" 

value set at "Auto" to start from hole center. 

If you click on the "Radial Clearance" cell, it with display (for example) a message reading "Value must be less than 0.609 

and should be greater than 0.086". This is telling you that 0.609" is the maximum "Radial Clearance" value possible that 

can fit in the hole (positioning the cutter at center of the hole) for the current tool diameter, minor diameter and radial 

depth of cut. This also telling you that 0.086" is the minimum "Radial Clearance" value possible so the XY linear 

positioning move (with it's fast approach feedrate) does not engage the part and so the cutter starts to arc (with it's 1/2 

nominal cutting feedrate) towards full diameter before it gets into the cut. If you use a "Radial Clearance" value smaller 

than recommended value the software will automatically reduce the XY linear positioning move's feedrate to equal 1/4 

the nominal cutting feedrate to prevent cutter damage.  

If "Radial Clearance" cell displays a message like "Value must be less than 0.186 and should be greater than 0.186", it is 

telling you the tool diameter is nearly equal to the minor diameter. Or it can mean the total radial depth of cut is greater 

than the correlation between the tool diameter and "Radial Clearance" value. This condition is not necessarily a bad 

thing. This is also telling you the first XY linear move (which usually just fast feed positions close to the part wall) is going 

to cut into the part because the maximum "Radial Clearance" value (0.186") and minimum "Radial Clearance" value 

(0.186") have converged. Again the software will automatically reduce the XY linear positioning move's feedrate to equal 

1/4 the nominal cutting feedrate to prevent cutter damage.  

For very small threaded holes, sometimes the tool diameter is just slightly smaller (for cutter strength) than the minor 

diameter and the XY linear "positioning move" will engage the part (with protected low feedrate) prior to arcing towards 

full radial depth (towards major diameter). The software will override the "XY Approach" fast feedrate down to 1/4 

normal cutting feedrate on the XY positioning move if this move (edge of cutter) comes within 0.005" (radius value) of 

the hole wall. This means your measured "Gage Diameter" to actual "Gage Diameter" should have an error of less than 

0.010" (diameter value). 

For "Threads per Inch" simply enter 8 for 8 TPI, or you can enter 0.125 for the "Pitch" value. They both equate to the 

same thread form. If you enter a value for either "Threads per Inch" or "Pitch", the other value will automatically 

update. 

For metric threads (using M12 X 1.5 for this example), you could enter the (metric to inch) calculation into either the 

"Threads per Inch" or "TPI" or you can enter in a formula instead.  Entering a formula into the "Threads per Inch" field, it 

would be "=25.4/1.5" which then displays 16.93 after you pressed the "Enter" key (any Mxx X  1.5 metric thread has 

16.93 threads per inch). Alternatively you could enter a formula into the "Pitch" field, it would be "=1.5/25.4" which 

then display 0.059055" after you press "Enter". Do not forget the "=" before the two numbers, this makes the 

expression a "formula" and automatically converts the expression into a direct value.  
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For a single start thread, lead is always equal to pitch. For multiple start threads (like the 4 thread starts on a plastic milk 

jug cap), the lead is equal  to the pitch times the number of thread starts. If you had 8 TPI and "Thread Starts" was 4, 

then pitch (0.125") times 4 thread starts would equal the lead of 0.500". For "Thread Starts" > 1 the "Pitch" field 

description changes to "Lead" description because the lead amount is really the true movement of the Z axis per 

revolution of thread. 

For multiple start threads, there is a 4 way correlation between "Pitch" and "Lead" and "TPI" and "Thread Starts". 

For  8 TPI and 1 "Thread Starts" you would have a "Pitch" of 0.125" (and a "Lead" of 0.125") 

For  8 TPI and 4 "Thread Starts" you would have a "Lead" of 0.500" (and still a "Pitch" of 0.125") 

If you change (TPI) "Threads per Inch", then the "Lead" (or Pitch) would automatically change (and "Thread Starts" 

would not change). 

If you change "Lead" (or Pitch), then the (TPI) "Threads per Inch" would automatically change (and "Thread Starts" 

would not change). 

If you change "Thread Starts", then the "Lead" (or Pitch) would automatically change (and "Threads per Inch" would not 

change). Note: "Thread Starts" can be set up to a maximum of 12 thread starts. 

There is a 3 way correlation between "SFM" and "RPM" and "Tool Diameter".  

If you modify the "SFM" value, the "SFM" then becomes the primary variable and dictates the rules as such:  

First the software auto calculates the "RPM" value based on the "SFM" and "Tool Diameter". 

Then if the "Tool Diameter" is changed thereafter the software auto calculates the "RPM" value keeping the "SFM" 

value fixed.  You will also see a special symbol " • " to the right of the text (SFM  • ). These rules stay in effect until you 

manually modify the "RPM" value. 

If you modify the "RPM" value, the "RPM" then becomes the primary variable and dictates the rules as such:  

First the software auto calculates the  "SFM" value based on the "RPM" and "Tool Diameter". 

Then if the "Tool Diameter" is changed thereafter the software auto calculates the "SFM" value keeping the "RPM" 

value fixed.  You will also see a special symbol " • " to the right of the text (RPM  • ). These rules stay in effect until you 

manually modify the "SFM" value. 

There is also a 3 way correlation between " RPM" and "Feedrate per Tooth" and "Number of Teeth". 

Enter "RPM", "Feedrate per Tooth" and "Number of Teeth" then the software calculates a "linear" feedrate in inches per 

minute (IPM). 
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With circular interpolation and internal threading, the radial feedrate at the edge of the cutter is faster than the feed at 

the center of cutter. Some machine controls specify the feedrate at the center of the tool and some base the feedrate at 

the tool's outer edge. 

If your machine control uses center of the tool feedrate, you need to turn "ON" the "Feedrate Factor" within this thread 

milling software. The "Feedrate Factor" will convert center of tool feedrate into edge of tool feedrate. If your  machine 

control is using edge of tool feedrate, you will want the software's "Feedrate Factor" calculation turned "OFF".  "OFF" 

sets the "Feedrate Factor" = 1 (= 100%). Simply click on the "Feedrate Factor" drop-down list box and then select "ON" 

or "OFF". 

You can determine if your machine uses center of tool or edge of tool feed method by obtaining the cycle time of a test 

program. For example, if you cut a 2" diameter hole with a 1" diameter cutter (= 1" diameter programmed circular 

cutter path) at 3.14 IPM it should take 1 minute if your machine uses center of tool method. Otherwise the cycle time 

will be 2 minutes  if your machine uses edge of tool feedrate. 

For internal threads, Feedrate Factor = (Major Diameter – Tool Diameter) / Major Diameter 

For external threads, Feedrate Factor = (Minor Diameter + Tool Diameter) / Minor Diameter 

The "Feedrate Factor" is based on a calculated ratio between the tool diameter and (if internal threads) the major 

diameter. This value will be less than 1 for internal threads and greater than 1 for external threads. 

If needed, the "Feedrate Factor" converts linear feedrate (in Inches per Minute) into circular feedrate so the cutter does 

not feed too fast for internal threads or does not feed too slow for external threads. 

For the peripheral (edge of tool) feedrate to be equal to the linear straight line feedrate, the center of tool 

(programmed) feedrate must be adjusted based on the calculated "Feedrate Factor". 

This "linear" cutting feedrate multiplied by the "Feedrate Factor" makes up the programmed feedrate required for the 

cutter to advance along the arc at the correct feedrate. This programmed feedrate is located in the "Feed (Cutting)" cell. 

So the SFM (indirectly) or RPM X Feed per Tooth (IPT)  X Number of Teeth X Feedrate Factor  = Cutting Feed (IPM) 

The Cutting Feed (IPM) is usually the outputted calculation of all the other parameters just mentioned, but you can 

directly enter a "Cutting Feed (IPM)" into it's cell, which temporarily overrides the calculation and backward calculates 

the "Feed per Tooth" from it. 

There are also secondary feedrates for axial "Feed (Z Approach)" and  radial "Feed (XY Approach)" moves towards the 

part. The "Feed (XY Approach)" feedrate you enter is for the first linear XY move (just after final positioning in Z axis) and 

just before the XY arc move into the workpiece. The XY arc move is always set to one half of "Cutting Feedrate". If you 

use too small of a "Radial Clearance" value, (meaning the linear XY move will engage the workpiece) then the software 

will force this XY linear move to also be one half of "Cutting Feedrate". This is to protect the cutter against using a fast 

approach feedrate when engaging the part. The "Feed (Z Approach)" value can be set at zero, which causes all the Z axis 

moves to rapid (G00) moves. 
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The rules for the "Control Types" parameter are as follows:  

If "FANUC" is selected then a G43 & H value (for tool length compensation)  are outputted with the first Z axis move. 

It also adds a D value (tool radius compensation) to the linear XY move just prior to the arc in move. 

If "OKUMA" is selected then a G56 & H value (for tool length compensation)  are outputted with the first Z axis move. 

It also adds a D value (tool radius compensation) to the linear XY move just prior to the arc in move. 

If "SIEMENS" is selected then no G43 (Fanuc style) nor G56 (Okuma style) are outputted with the first Z axis move. 

It also discards the H value (for tool length compensation) and D value (tool radius compensation) since they are not 

needed. 

The "Cleanup Passes" is simply the number of extra passes that will occur at full radial thread depth after all the other 

passes are completed. 

The rules for "Tool Length Comp" and "Tool Radius Comp" parameters are as follows: 

If you modify the value for Tool Length Comp then the Tool Radius Comp value will automatically default to the same 

number. Thereby saving the time of entering an identical number into Tool Radius Comp. If you need a different value 

for Tool Radius Comp, simply enter the value after the value for Tool Length Comp. 

"Taper Angle" now has two choices.  "Taper Angle" or "Taper Ratio". By double-clicking (the left mouse button) on it's 

description (cell "B14" or "C14") the description will toggle between Taper Ratio and Taper Angle. Taper Ratio where 

the value is equal to a ratio of the diameter versus length of thread (0.0625 for standard NPT pipe threads). The Taper 

Ratio is also equal to 2*TAN of the Taper Angle. The Taper Angle is the angle of the taper (based on the inverse tangent 

of Taper Ratio/2). The Taper Angle for a standard NPT thread is 1 degree 47 minutes 24 seconds. If you modify either of 

these 2 values; the other one will automatically update as well. 

"Thread Depth" now has two choices. By double-clicking (the left mouse button) on it's description (cell "E6" or "F6") 

the description will toggle between "Thread Depth" and "Thread Turns". Thread Depth is obviously the thread depth. 

Thread Turns is simply the number of turns of the thread. It equates to Thread Depth/Pitch (or Lead if multiple starts) 

which is also equivalent to Thread Depth*TPI/Starts. If you modify either of these 2 values; the other one will 

automatically update as well. 

Another new feature is the ability to turn the "Cell Comments" on or off. There are cell comments defined for cells C14 

through C18 and cells F14 through F18. They are designated by a little red triangle in the upper right corner of the 
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mentioned cells. When the cursor is hovered over one of these cells a cell comment "pops" up. By double-clicking on cell 

"A1" the comments will toggle between on (visible) or off (not visible). 

You can toggle on or off the "Freeze Panes" feature on the "Code_Main" sheet by double-clicking the left mouse button. 

This freezes the window "pane" so the "header labels" (G Codes   X Value   Y Value  ...) are always visible.  When this 

feature is activated Excel will display a horizontal line across the window (and all rows above this line are "frozen" in 

place. When performing this task, it's best to double-click near the center of most any cell (and not near any edge of 

cell). You should experiment with this very handy feature; it becomes quite useful when there are many lines of code 

and you need a reference to which columns are which. It is also useful if (when row 1 is visible) you invoke the "Freeze 

Panes" feature to allow you to always see all of parameter settings and the header row while scrolling down through the 

code. If column "A" is not visible when you double-click to turn "on" the freeze panes feature, then instead of 2 panes 

visible (upper and lower) there will be 4 panes visible (splitting the screen horizontally as well as vertically). Because of 

these above new rules (a few paragraphs back), 5 cells (to double-click on) no longer work for the "Freeze Panes" 

feature. They are the previously mentioned cells “A1”, “B14”, “C14”, “E6” & “F6”. 

To generate (NC code) text file of current output results, press one of the “Write Code to Text File” buttons and the file 

Thread_Mill_Code.txt (or any user defined filename) will be created in the user specified folder. The software generates 

NC code for absolute coordinates (left "Write Code to Text File" button") and incremental coordinates (right "Write 

Code to Text File" button"). The absolute coordinates version would most likely be used in (appended to) a main 

program and the incremental coordinates version works well as a sub-program. You could use a call to the sub-program 

to keep the main program considerably shorter. You could call the sub-program once per hole if need be. The flexibility 

is there for you to use as you see fit. Note: You are allowed to edit the absolute and/or incremental NC code (column "L" 

o column "W") prior to clicking "Write Code to Text File" button. 

Zoom in 
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Below is sample parameter settings with the sample NC code using absolute coordinates. 

Below is the same sample parameter settings with the NC code using incremental coordinates as a subprogram. 
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"XY_Coords" sheet 

The "XY_Coords" sheet contains a table of X&Y coordinates for the thread milling of multiple holes (or bosses 

externally). The software supports a maximum of 40 holes or bosses. The first XY coordinate for the holes/bosses is also 

on the "Main_Code" sheet . This (first) XY coordinate can be modified on this sheet ("XY_Coords") or on the 

"Main_Code" sheet and other one will auto update to the one that was last changed. With this version of the software 

all holes must be on the same Z plane. This table of XY coordinates for thread milling multiple holes (or bosses) is unique 

to this deluxe version of the software. 

"Thread_Specs" sheet 
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The "Thread_Specs" sheet contains the threading specifications for each particular thread type. More than  90 internal 

and 90 external thread type entries have come pre-loaded. You can modify any of the existing thread spec values and 

you can add new  (or remove) thread spec entries to the list.  This thread spec's list was designed for a maximum of 500 

entries. This table of thread specifications for thread milling is unique to this deluxe version of the software.

 The 1st column contains the description of the particular thread (and this text is what you see on the "Main_Code" 

sheet "Thread Spec" drop-down list box).  If you add to this list, columns B through G (minimum) must be valid for it to 

show up in the "Thread Specs" list. If you do not have a valid row 3 thread spec entry, a default one (named "TMP 

THRD") will be auto loaded for you. This default (row 3) entry can be modified at any time. 

Reading down the table, if you have a continuous group of valid rows (of thread specs) then an invalid row(s) followed 

by valid rows, the software only recognizes the first continuous group of valid rows. You will only see "Main_Code" 

sheet thread descriptions (in it’s drop down list) for the first continuous group of valid thread spec entries on the 

"Thread_Specs" sheet. 

On the "Main_Code" sheet you can select any thread specification from this table and all of the relevant parameters are 

loaded into their respective fields (cells) automatically. If you modify the entry in the table you currently have selected 

(on the "Main_Code" sheet), you may need  to re-select it in the "Thread_Spec" drop-down list box on the "Main_Code" 

sheet and, if used, you may then need to re-select any values on the "Axial_Passes" sheet. 

Once you select a thread spec from the "Thread Spec" drop-down list box, the box will be reddish in color meaning it is  

("live") because all of the parameters (for the entry selected) are automatically copied from the "Thread Spec" sheet to 

the respective cells on the "Main_Code" sheet. 

These parameters (from the "Thread_Specs" sheet)  are major & minor diameters, TPI, STD/NPT  (standard straight or 

National Pipe Tapered) designator and if it exists the thread depth. You should double check that my pre-loaded values 

are correct if you are to use them. Pay particular attention to pre-loaded NPT thread specs for you most LIKELY will want 

to adjust/change these. These major diameter NPT thread specs are based off of the theoretical (crest) top of the tooth.  

If on the "Main_Code" sheet  the "Thread Orientation" was already set to "INTERNAL" then the internal major and minor 

diameters will load (and likewise for the external thread). If you change from external orientation to internal (or vice-

versa) later the major and minor diameters (and thread depth if in table) will automatically update in the proper cells. 

This is provided the "Thread Spec" choice is still "live". If it is still "live" the "Thread Spec" text box will be a reddish color 

and if it is "Dead" it will be a grayish color. The "Thread Spec" text box will go "live" (reddish) when you select one of the 

choices from it's drop-down list. It will go "dead" (gray) once you manually change any parameter that is tied to the 

thread specs table, such as major or minor diameter or pitch or straight standard (STD) vs. tapered (NPT) or the depth (if 

used in table) or the "Taper Ratio" setting not equal to the default 0.0625 (if NPT thread). When it goes "dead" (turns 

gray) you are no longer using ALL of the values from the thread specs table. 

IMPORTANT: Stated in a different way, if the "Thread Spec" text box is reddish in color ("live"), you know that you are 

using ALL of the preloaded values from the thread specs table and if it is gray ("dead")  you are responsible for setting 

all of the RELATED parameters manually on the "Main_Code" sheet . 

 If you need to re-select a specific thread spec again (to make it "live" again), you will need to select a different thread 

spec first and then re-select the one you need. This is just the way Excel works, you cannot select something that is 
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already selected.  In the table there is a column for standard (straight) versus NPT tapered pipe threads; (standard)  STD 

= 0 and (tapered) NPT =1. If no number is in the cell, it's assumed to be 0 (standard straight thread). Since this table 

contains strictly inch values, any metric numbers will need to be converted to inch format. The TPI (threads per inch) for 

metric threads can be entered into the table one of two ways. One way (for M12 x 1.75 thread for example) is to take 

the results of 25.4/1.75 which is 14.5143 and enter it into the table and the second way is to simply type in =25.4/1.75 

(don't forget to include the equals symbol as well) and this Excel formula will then display the same results as first 

method. I have some examples of this already in the table. 

Note: For straight threads, external minor diameter values are formulas using 0.7083 (70.8%) of the thread height from 

major diameter down to minor diameter) and internal threads use 0.6250 (62.5%) of the thread height to obtain the 

minor diameter values. You can simply modify the thread height percentages within the formulas or they can be 

modified to any direct values instead of the formulas if need be. 

The 0.7083 (externally) & 0.6250 (internally) are commonly used values found on many different websites. These 

websites will use the formulas: 

0.61343 * Pitch = external thread height   which is = 0.61343 / Sin 60° = 0.7083 of thread height 

0.54127 * Pitch = internal thread height   which is = 0.54127 / Sin 60° = 0.6250 of thread height 

The “Tool Diameter” value on the "Main_Code" sheet should be specified at the theoretical crest (top) of the tooth and 

for tapered threads, the “Tool Diameter” should be specified at the theoretical crest of the 1st tooth (at small end of 

taper).  A large crest radius would otherwise "throw off" the accuracy of the thread diameter. The theoretical crest 

needs to be used since all of the "Thread_ Spec" table major (and minor) diameter values are derived from the "Basic" 

(sharp "V") major diameters. Using this theoretical crest will then produce an accurate major diameter (and therefore 

pitch diameter) when thread milling regardless of the size of tool tip radius. If you used the top of the radius (instead of 

the theoretical crest) for the “Tool Diameter” value, then you would need an additional thread spec  entry (new 

"tweaked" major & minor diameters) for each tool tip radius size used. 

The minor diameter values used in the table are also derived from the "Basic" (sharp "V") major diameters values. The 

reason being if you take 4 (for example) equal radial thread passes the first pass will more accurately represent 1/4th 

(25%) of the total radial thread depth. If the minor diameter in the table were large (in relation to the major diameter) 

you would have a shallow thread depth in theory (in relation to the physical  "tap" drill diameter you used) causing the 

first threading pass to cut more than the intended 25% of thread depth. 

If you use too small of thread height in the table (minor diameter too large), but you drill the hole as to create a larger 

physical thread height than the table values represent, then the "Radial Clearance" value you set to the side wall of the 

hole will be less accurate. 
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Note: Because the minor diameter values used in the table are also derived from the "Basic" (sharp "V") values, they do 

not accurately reflect the minor diameter size you would drill to prior to thread milling. 

Below is a sample of the "Thread Specs" table with the fields (parameters) which make up any given (external and 

internal) thread specification. Note a "Thread Spec" entry (one row) can include the thread depths where appropriate. 

The text in column "B" is the descriptions you will see in the "Thread Spec" drop-down list on the "Main_Code" sheet. 
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To add a new thread spec entry to list: 

In this example we are adding a new thread spec entry (a fictitious M19 x 2 thread). Select  cells "B59" through "J68" (to 

end of list) as shown.  Now right-click and select "Copy" (or Ctrl-C) to copy selected entries. 
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Next select cell "B60" (or arrow/cursor down one row) . 

Next right-click and select "Paste" [left paste button] (or Ctrl-V) to paste selected entries down one row. All rows are 

"pushed" down by 1 row and row 60 becomes the new row for the new thread spec entry. 
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 A few steps back we choose to "Copy" (instead of "Cut") so all settings are carried forward from row 59 to the newly 

created row 60. Row 60 will inherit all cell formatting from row 59. 
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Next edit the values in the new row 60. First change cell "B60" to M19 x 2. 

Then change cell "C60" to 12.7 (or in the cell or "formula bar" enter =25.4/2). Old formula was =25.4/1.5 for 1.5mm 

pitch. Note: Don't forget to add the "=" symbol when entering a formula. A 2mm pitch to equivalent to 12.7 Threads Per 

Inch. 
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Then change cells "D60" and "F60" to the major diameter values for external & internal threads. 19mm/25.4 = 0.7480". 

If you are still using the (default) formulas for the minor diameters they will automatically self adjust to the correct 

values. If not, then enter your new minor diameter values directly into cells "E60" and "G60". 

The formula for cell "E60" is   =$D60-2*0.7083* SIN (RADIANS(60))/$C60 

The formula for cell "G60" is   =$F60-2*0.6250*SIN(RADIANS(30))/$C60 

The 0.7083 is for 71% thread height and the  SIN(RADIANS(60))/$C60 is the full thread height. 

The $D60-2* means   external major diameter – 2 times (the xx% of thread height)   to obtain external minor diameter. 

You can modify the formatting of the numbers. For example cell "C68" above shows  4 decimal places (to the right of the 

decimal point) and cell "C69" shows 0 decimal places. To modify the number of decimal places, select the cell(s) to 

modify, right-click, select "Format Cells",  click the "Number" tab then (if needed click on "Number" under "Category:") 

then enter a new value for the number of decimal places (or click the little up or down arrows to the right of "Decimal 

places:" ). 

You can also modify the borders if necessary to keep the thread spec  entries in organized easy to read groups. Select 

the cell(s) to modify, right-click, select "Format Cells",  click the "Border" tab then select line styles and borders at the 

lower right. 

There is a remote chance you may need to modify the formatting of (thread spec description ) column "B". If you enter 

something like 1/2-20. Excel may treat the "/" as a "Date" format and display something like 1/2/2020. If so, simply 

change the cell in column "B" back to "Text" formatting. Select the cell(s) to modify, right-click, select "Format Cells",  

click the "Number" tab then click on "Text" (under "Category:") . Then re-enter your thread spec description.
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To delete an existing thread spec entry from list: 

In this example we are removing the fictitious M19 x 1 thread spec entry in row 60. Select  cells "B61" through "J69" (to 

end of list) as shown.  Now right-click and select "Cut" (or Ctrl-X) to cut selected entries. 

Next select cell "B60" (or arrow/cursor up one row) . 
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Next right-click and select "Paste" [left paste button] (or Ctrl-V) to paste selected entries up one row. Now the M19 x 1 

entry has been removed from the thread specs list. A few steps back we choose to "Cut" (instead of "Copy") causing all 

the entries to carry upward so there aren't 2 copies of the last entry at the end of the list. 
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"Radial_Passes" sheet 

The "Radial_Passes" sheet contains the "Radial Thread Depth" table used for multiple radial thread passes. The features 

within this table of radial thread milling passes have been greatly enhanced in this deluxe version of the software. 

To take multiple radial thread passes you can enter “Number of Passes” and “Radial Depth Factor” (RDF). Both of these 

parameters exist here (“Radial_Passes" sheet) and on the “Main_Code” sheet.  These parameters  can be modified on 

either sheet and the corresponding parameter on the other sheet will update automatically.

Multiple radial thread passes works with all "Single/Multiple" settings  ("SINGLE", "MULTIPLE", "MULT FULL" and "USE 

AXIAL") . 

"Number of Passes" can be up to 24 radial thread milling passes. 

The “Radial Depth Factor” (RDF) value must be between 0.5 and 1.0. 

The RDF is used to control the progression of thread passes towards full radial thread depth. 

RDF value = 1.0 = Constant Depth 

RDF value = 0.5 = Constant Volume (for basically any 60 degree thread form) 

RDF value = 0.6 = Nearly Constant Volume (Usually works best) 

RDF value = 0.83 = Constant Volume (0.83 is the approximate value for any 29 degree Acme thread form) 

Constant depth can cause the first few passes to be too light and the last few passes to be too heavy. 

Constant volume can cause the last few passes to be too light. 

I have used RDF = 0.6 quite a lot and it seems to be a very good balance of radial thread depths. 

If I use a large number of passes (very course thread), I may tweak the RDF value to 0.7 or higher. 

This ensures the last few passes are not too light. 

The below example is for .078” thread depth (radial engagement) with 4 passes. It shows how the RDF value (set to 0.6) 

controls the thread depths for each pass. The table contains rows of Pass numbers,"Depth" (current depth so far), 

"Delta" (incremental depth of current pass),  "Ratio" (ratio of how far to full depth so far with 1.0 representing full 

depth) and "Radius” (being the current pass programmed radius in the program). Notice the decreasing depths from one 

pass to the next on the left live working table.  
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The "Radial_Passes" table will show the above(left) table automatically populated with all of the data based on the 

settings of “Number of Passes” and “Radial Depth Factor” on the "Main_Code" sheet. The software would then use 

these 4 "Depth" values to automatically create the multiple radial threading passes and NC code on the "Main_Code" 

sheet. Here you see how the "RDF value" affect the various radial depths of cut for each pass. Also shown strictly as a 

reference are the 3 (right tables) most common RDF settings. With "Constant Volume" and "Near Constant Volume" you 

can see the thread passes getting progressive lighter at the tool approaches full depth. The "Number of Passes" and the 

"Radial Depth Factor" parameters give you a lot of control over the thread milling NC code. 

The "Main_Code" sheet uses the radial thread depth passes from the "Radial_Passes" sheet, which includes the current 

+ new + clean-up pass values. You can have up to a total of 24 radial thread passes plus any "clean-up passes" from the 

"Main_Code" sheet. 

You can edit any blue, green or yellow cells. 

If needed, first edit the blue cells first (which are "Number of Passes" and "Radial Depth Factor"). Since they clear out 

any edits to green cells ("new" passes) and yellow cells ("modified" passes). 

Secondly, edit green cells if new clean-up passes are needed. Green cell (clean-up pass) values can even be 0, which 

would add to the number of clean-up passes (if some clean-up passes were already entered on the "Main_Code" sheet).  

Adding new clean-up passes "pushes" the previous passes to smaller depths, since this is necessary to preserve the total 

radial depth of cut. The addition of new passes must be done in the "Delta" column of the table. 

Thirdly, you can modify yellow cells (if needed) to re-balance the pre-existing depths of cut. Changes to pre-existing 

passes must be done in the "Depth" or "Ratio" columns of the table. If any yellow cells are modified, the current radial 

depth factor (RDF) is no longer in effect. 

Note: Modifying blue cells ("Number of Passes" and "Radial Depth Factor") after green or yellow cell changes were 

made, causes loss of green and yellow cell modifications and forces yellow cell passes back to standard Radial Depth 

Factor values. 

Note: Modifying green cells (added passes) after yellow cell changes were made, causes loss of yellow cell changes and 

forces yellow cell passes back to standard Radial Depth Factor values. 
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On the "Main_Code" sheet "Number of Passes" will display "Number of Passes" if no radial depth modifications were 

made on the "Radial_Passes" sheet. 

Or "Number of Passes" will display "Number of Passes  [+0]" meaning modifications were made to existing (yellow cells) 

passes but NO new (green cells) thread passes were added on the "Radial_Passes" sheet. 

Or "Number of Passes" will display "Number of Passes  [+3]" meaning (3 for example)  new passes were added with 

possible modifications to existing thread passes. 

It is best to set the values on this sheet last, after all of the "Main_Code" sheet settings are completed. 

If on the "Main_Code" sheet changes are made to the "Major Diameter", "Minor Diameter", "Number of Passes", or 

"Radial Depth Factor" cells OR changes to "Thread Spec" drop-down list box then all ("Radial_Passes" sheet) 

modifications to existing passes are cleared out and all new passes are removed. 

On the "Radial_Passes" sheet, you can at any time, double-click on cell "H10" to remove all modifications to existing 

passes and remove all new passes. The data will revert back to the default values dictated by the "Number of Passes" 

and "Radial Depth Factor" value. 

By using the "Number of Passes" and "Radial Depth Factor" settings (to get the thread passes correct or close to what 

you want) along with the ability to add any clean-up passes (of any depths) and/or the "tweaking" of pre-existing passes 

gives you infinite control of the thread milling operation. Sometimes it can be as simple as choosing 1 or 2 thread passes 

on the "Main_Code" sheet and then adding just 1 new clean-up pass of 0.005" or so for the last thread pass. This works 

particularly well on hard materials. 

There are a few validation checks performed on this Sheet. The software checks for current pass depth being greater 

than full radial thread depth, if so it just reverts back to previous number. It checks for missing data (blank cells) where 

there should be a value entered, software simply auto re-enters value for you (without warning you of error). It also 

checks for the current threading pass being less than the previous pass (this check is performed only when leaving this 

sheet to make it easier to edit and adjust thread depth values without repeatedly getting error or warnings). 

For a handy reference these parameters are displayed in the upper left corner of this sheet. 
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Below left table illustrates a sample on how this sheet would look (automatically populated with these values) when first 

selecting it. It shows parameters already preset from the "Main_Code" sheet.  "Number of Passes" = 3, the total depth 

of cut = 0.078" and "Radial Depth Factor" = 1.0 (constant depth passes). The total radial depth of cut value is derived 

from (Major Diameter – Minor Diameter)/2. In the left table, each threading pass (cut) removes 0.026" radially. Below 

right example shows same total depth with RDF set to 0.5 (constant volume passes). The software would use these 3 

(left OR right) "Depth" values to automatically create the multiple radial threading passes and NC code on the 

"Main_Code" sheet. Displaying both “CURRENT” tables side by side (one with RDF = 1.0 and one with RDF = 0.5) is for 

illustration purposes to show the similarities and differences between the two RDF settings. Normally within Excel you 

would only see one of these “CURRENT” tables. 

When you add a clean-up pass or modify a Depth, Delta or Ratio value, the software instantly and automatically adjusts 

all necessary surrounding Depth, Delta, Ratio and Radius values along with the NC code on the “Main_Code” sheet. 
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Next you decide (for example) to add 3 clean-up passes of 0.002" each. Notice how in both examples the software 

"pushes" the first 3 passes from 0.078" to 0.072" to make "room" for the 3 new passes. On the left, each of the first 3 

passes are "pushed" by an equal amount (0.002") because of RDF = 1.0 (constant depth per pass). On the right, where 

RDF = 0.5 (constant volume), each of the first 3 passes are "pushed" by their respective constant volume amounts. 

Next you decide to "tweak" the first 3 passes to 0.022" each by changing the "Depth" column cells to 0.022", 0.044" and 

0.066". The 4th pass is then auto adjusted to force the integrity of full depth being = 0.078" and preserves the values of 

the last 2 added clean-up passes. 
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Next you decide to "tweak" the first 3 passes by making them equal to 30%, 60% and 90% of full thread depth by 

modifying cells in the "Ratio" column. Again the 4th pass is then auto adjusted to force the integrity of full depth being 

equal to 0.078". 

This below twin examples show no clean-up passes.  When entering this sheet, the "Radial Depth Factor" was set to 0.5  

with it's corresponding automatically populated default left table values, but the right table has been pretty much 

completely over-written with user defined values. The 5th "Depth" column value was set to 0.073" to force the 6th (last) 

pass to be a 0.005" depth of cut. Which is basically equivalent to adding a 0.005" clean-up pass. Then the 1st through 

the 4th "Ratio" column values were set to various values to control the progressively smaller depths of cut. This example 

would work great for very large radial thread depths (very course threads). 
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This utility does a great job of blending software generated passes (constant depth or volume or variation of) with user 

added clean-up passes . The user has the freedom to modify any software generated passes by various means.        

Through the use of the Depth, Delta and Ratio values you clearly see the intention of what each threading pass does in 

relation to the entire group of radial threading passes.  

Having the ability to modify the parameters "Number of Passes" and "Radial Depth Factor" along with the nearly infinite 

possible "tweaking" of the individual passes (and/or adding clean-up passes) gives you complete control over the cutter 

passes for any thread milling application from standard 60 degree "V" threads to "ACME" threads and more.  

"Axial_Passes" sheet 

The "Axial_Passes" sheet contains the "Axial Thread Depth" table. This table of multiple axial thread milling passes is  

unique to this deluxe version of the software. 

Multiple axial thread passes are only possible when, on the "Main_Code" sheet, parameter "Single/Multiple" is set to 

"USE AXIAL". 

This table is used for when axial part thread depth is greater than the height of the multi-tooth thread mill insert. 

This feature only works for threads that are a maximum of 24 threads deep. 

You can have up to a total of 24 axial thread passes (one for each pitch/lead). 

The software checks if already over maximum of 24 threads deep when selecting "Use Axial" on the "Main_Code" sheet. 

You will be prompted to address (threading depth is too deep) issue before allowing access to the "Axial_Passes" sheet 

(multiple axial thread passes table). 

It is best to set the values on this sheet last, after all of the "Main_Code" sheet settings are completed. 
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If the "Thread Depth", "Threads per Inch", "Pitch", "Number of Starts" or "Thread Spec" value changes on the 

"Main_Code" sheet then additional axial depths are cleared out here and need to be re-selected. 

You can select where (and in what order) the additional axial thread passes will be positioned. 

Starting with 1, place a unique number at any depth to dictate order of cutting passes. 

Typically you would select axial thread passes such that they would progress up out of the hole for straight threads, as to 

lessen the chance of chip re-cutting. You may also want to set the "Main_Code" sheet "Thread Direction" to "UP", so 

within each axial cut there is also upwards motion. For tapered threads, it may make sense to progress downwards for 

each axial thread pass. 

You choose axial passes such that the cutter progresses down (or up) the hole, which is separate from threading up or 

downwards within each individual cut (within the "Thread Direction" setting). 

Note: Full axial depth pass (last in list) must contain a number. 

Allow for some cutter overlap when selecting additional passes. 

You can use axial thread passes for NPT tapered threads, the software will adjust the programmed radius (arc) based on 

the current axial depth. 

For this sheet, the software checks for invalid data in the "Select" column. It also (upon leaving this sheet) warns you if 

you did not select an axial threading pass at full depth. 

Default display when selecting "Axial Thread Passes" sheet. It show one axial pass at full thread depth. 
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For this below example, you could change the 13th thread (last pitch)  to be cut 2nd in the order of thread milling, then 

make the 9th thread (down the hole) to be cut 1st and the 5th thread could be cut 3rd. This example is assuming the 
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insert height is about 0.700" and then requires 3 thread passes to complete the entire thread. Most likely you would 

thread mill the axial threading passes from top down or bottom up; the 5th thread being the 1st pass, 9th thread being 

the 2nd pass and 13th thread being the 3rd pass.  

The software would use these axial pass values on this "Axial_Passes" sheet to automatically create the multiple axial  

threading passes and NC code on the "Main_Code" sheet. 

The multiple axial depths of cut shown here fully functions with tapered threads also. The software accounts for the 

change in programmed helical radius based on depth within the hole or boss. 
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Below (internal tapered thread) example shows selecting 1.000" depth (9 threads deep) as 1st axial thread pass, 1.500" 

depth (13 threads deep) as 2nd axial thread pass and 0.500" depth (5 threads deep) as 3rd and final pass. NC code 

shows corresponding  Z axis values (in yellow) for the 3 axial thread depths. Notice the different "I" values for this 

tapered thread example. Note: Hole top is at Z = 6.2500”. 
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The below tapered thread milling example (for multi-tooth cutter) uses "Arcs per Circle" set to 4, with 3 axial passes and 

2 radial passes. This example demonstrates the use of "axial dividing" up the cuts into cuts at 3 different depths. 

Radial passes set to 2.                                                                      Axial passes set to 3. 
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The above example uses 4 arc segments per helical circle (each with an increasing radius) to thread mill the 3 axial 

passes at the first radial depth, then thread mill the 3 axial passes again at the second (final) radial depth. 

With this course pitch (8 TPI),  8 or more arc segments per helical circle should have been used to keep the change in 

radius (from segment to segment) smaller. But this example used 4 arc segments as to only fill one page. 

Using 4 arc segments per helical circle, the above example thread mills the 3 axial passes at the first radial depth, then 

thread mills the 3 axial passes at the second (final) radial depth. 

The software calculates the correct cutter path radius based on the depth within the hole. 

1.250 radius (at top of hole)  =  1.2398 [4th thread pass radius] + (6.250 [top Z] – 5.925 [curr Z]) * 0.03125 

1.250 radius (at top of hole)  =  1.2242 [5th thread pass radius] + (6.250 [top Z] – 5.425 [curr Z]) * 0.03125 

1.250 radius (at top of hole)  =  1.2086 [6th thread pass radius] + (6.250 [top Z] – 4.925 [curr Z]) * 0.03125 
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SEE VARIOUS THREAD MILLING EXAMPLES BELOW. 

SAMPLE #1   (Fanuc control) 

Right handed internal standard thread milling producing several full circle cuts for single-point thread milling tool. 
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SAMPLE #2   (Siemens control) 

Right handed external standard thread milling producing single full circle cut for multi-tooth thread milling tool. 
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SAMPLE #3   (Fanuc control)   

Right handed internal NPT tapered thread milling producing 4 helical arc segment moves per full circle using  single-
point thread milling tool. Notice the spiral interpolation arc moves to produce tapered threads.  
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SAMPLE #4   (Siemens control) 
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Right handed internal standard thread milling producing 4 helical arc segment moves per full circle using single-point 

thread milling tool performing 4 thread starts. 
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SAMPLE #5   (Okuma control) 

Right handed internal standard thread milling producing 3 threading passes using single-point thread milling tool. 

"Radial Depth Factor" is set to 1.0 for constant (radial) depth of cut. Each pass removes 0.026" on the radius. 
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SAMPLE #6   (Okuma control) 

Right handed internal standard thread milling producing 3 passes using single-point thread milling tool. "Radial Depth 

Factor" is set to 0.6 for "modified constant volume" radial depths of cut. The 1st depth = 0.0403", 2nd depth = 0.0612" 

and the 3rd depth (full depth) = 0.0780" on the radius. This technique is ideal for hard to machine materials! 
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SAMPLE #7   (Fanuc control) 

Right handed internal (2.0" x 11.5 NPT) tapered thread milling producing 8 spiral arc segment moves per full circle using  

single-point thread milling tool. Notice increasing spiral arc moves to produce tapered threads. With just a few "Partial 

Profile" style inserts on hand (in various pitch ranges) you could thread mill most any straight or NPT tapered pipe 

thread. This technique greatly reduces tooling costs!  
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